
 

 
 

 
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: 
 

ONYX SPECTRUM TECHNOLOGY ACQUIRES TELTONE* PRODUCT LINE  
 

Boston, MA, August xx xx, 2022 – Onyx Spectrum Technology is pleased to announce that it has acquired 
the TelTone secure communications product line from Industrial Defender. 
 
Used extensively in the critical infrastructure of the utility industry, the Teltone products provide reliable 
and secure communication to utility substations. Utilities continue to need equipment that can 
withstand harsh environments, provide robust communications for many years and comply with cyber 
security regulations.  This acquisition will provide access to support, repair and certification of the install 
base and existing inventory, thereby enabling utilities to keep their critical infrastructures running 
smoothly and provide a pathway for the development of the next generation of Teltone line of secure 
communications network products. 
 
Onyx Spectrum Technology’s expertise in providing long-term support and sustainment for 
communication products in critical infrastructure environments ensures that utilities who rely on the 
TelTone products for connection to remote substations are accessible only through a standard analog 
telephone connection will continue to have those products supported. 

“The Teltone acquision positions Onyx Spectrum Technology to not only provide more services to the 
current users of the TelTone products, translating our expertise into the power delivery / utility market 
and expands our work  developing the next generation of secure communications products.” Adrienne 
R. Benton, President & CEO of Onyx Spectrum said. “As a black, woman-owned engineering and 
information technology firm, we are excited to have the opportunity to develop relationships with 
companies in the utilities sector to support their critical infrastructures.” 

About Onyx Spectrum Technology: 
Onyx Spectrum Technology, Inc. is a multidisciplinary IT Professional Services and Engineering Services 
Firm headquartered in Boston, MA, with the Engineering Division based in Lawrence, MA. Onyx 
Spectrum Technology addresses the large and complex compliance, organizational, information 
management and sustaining engineering issues businesses and government agencies face. 

Onyx Spectrum Legacy Solutions is the Division that provides long-term support and sustainment for 
embedded legacy products critical to long-lasting applications in the utility, defense, government and 
OEM sectors for Communications Systems, Embedded Electronics, Signal Processing Electronics and 
Systems and Electro-Optical Systems, addressing both Legacy Support and Legacy Sustaining issues. 

For more information: www.onyxspectrum.com. 

Contact: Adrienne R. Benton (CEO) - 617.407.2826 – abenton@onyxspectrum.com 

mailto:abenton@onyxspectrum.com


*The Teltone line of secure communications network products have been sold under the following 
names: Lockheed Martin, Leidos, Cap Gemini, and Industrial Defender. 
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